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Spring at last and the clocks have gone forward 

an hour. We’ve had a fairly mild winter in the 

North East with the odd sprinkling of snow now 

and again. Nothing serious but enough to buy six 

loaves at a time and a couple of gallons of milk 

(not to mention the tins of Tuna). Seriously 

though, it seems we never learn and we always 

panic buy whenever there’s a long weekend or 

snow forecast.

I mentioned the Autumn Fair in the last issue but 

forgot to publish the list of prize winners and 

donors. Sorry for the oversight. Every donor was 

sent a letter of thanks - it was the poster that 

wasn’t published here. It is now - page 26.

The 2016 Great North Run is far behind us but 

already the 2017 run is fully booked with 25 

stalwarts now in training and fundraising for us. 

Last year our supporters raised over £8,000. 

Their times and amounts are shown on page 25. 

If you are one of the people who have not yet 

sent in your sponsorship money please do so 

now. If you have sent it in and you haven’t 

received your certificate, please get in touch and 

we will chase it up.

There is quite a lot to read in this issue and it 

looks as though researchers are finally having a 

thorough look at itch in liver patients. It would be 

wonderful if a really effective therapy was 

developed as I know this particular symptom 

drives people to distraction at times. It is worth 

noting that the two research projects currently in 

progress are not covering the same ground. 

LIVErNORTH is funding the phototherapy study 

(page 8) and the study by Dr Vinod Hegade 

(poster on page 7) is through the NIHR.

On the subject of treatment I was told a 

disturbing tale recently by a PBC patient who 

contacted a charity for advice only to be told to 

stop taking the medication her clinician had 

prescribed for her. This is definitely not the role 

of a support group. We have a highly qualified 

body of Medical Advisors (MAC) who we can 

turn to for advice on your behalf if necessary but 

any lay person giving medical advice to patients 

is not acceptable.

For the past seventeen years we have enjoyed 

the benefit of advice from an eminent liver 

scientist from Newcastle University, Dr Pete 

Donaldson. Pete has now retired and we are 

very fortunate in having acquired a brilliant 

replacement in Professor Fiona Oakley. Very 

many thanks to Fiona for agreeing to help us 

and to Peter for his many years of commitment 

and support.

 

On a sombre note, several of us attended the 

funeral of Hilda Heaton in January. It was a 

lovely tribute to a wonderful lady who will be 

missed by all of us in LIVErNORTH. Read her 

amazing eulogy on page 16.

The last thing I want to say before closing is that 

I had a guided tour around ward 7 at the 

Freeman recently - this is the new liver ward and 

replaces ward 12. The facilities are very much 

improved and the sister, Susan Bentley is full of 

enthusiasm and drive.

Enjoy the Springtime and the lighter nights, 

Best wishes, John

 



GENERAL MEETINGS are held on Wednesday 
evenings at 7.00 pm in the Postgraduate Medical 
Centre on level 1 at the Freeman Hospital (follow 
the signs). Light refreshments are available.

PARKING: Please contact us for information on parking at our meetings on 
0191 3702961. Arrangements are currently being finalised for volunteer 
parking at the Freeman. 

Wednesday  3rd May   Drs Steven Masson /Stuart McPherson
     New care bundle for liver patients with life-
     threatening conditions

Tuesday 23rd May   PBC Lunchtime Meeting 12:30 - 2:30
     Dr Vinod Hegade will talk about his
      research on itch in PBC and give us the
      latest updates.
     Tea, coffee and biscuits will be available –
      feel free to bring your own sandwiches. 
     
Wednesday  7th June    Dr Jess Dyson
     Subject TBA

Wednesday  19th July     Dr Kate Hallsworth 
     Lifestyle interventions in non-alcoholic
      fatty liver disease (NAFLD): Translating
      the evidence into clinical practice

Wednesday  6th September  Mr Colin H Wilson
     Perfusion preservation for the liver
     - warm or cold ?

Wednesday  18th October    Dr. Kofi Oppong
     Subject TBA 

NOTE: NUTH NHS clinical staff are able to claim 2 CPD points for each 
appropriate LIVErNORTH general meeting attended. 

LIVErNORTH is a registered charity (no 1087226) with no paid employees
NIHR non-commercial Partner

President: Professor OFW James MA BM BCh FRCP FAMSci, 

Chairman: JE Bedlington MSc MIFE MILM

Medical Advisors: Professor Chris Day MA MB Chir PhD MD FRCP,  

Professor David Jones MA BM BCh PhD FRCP, 

Professor Derek Manas FRCS BSc MBBCh Mmed (UCT) FRCSEd FCS (SA), 

Dr Harriet Mitchison MD FRCP, Professor Fiona Oakley PhD Bsc, 

Diary Dates
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New Research into ITCH: 
PBC and other Liver 
Diseases 

Dr Robert Samuel, Academic 
Foundation Trainee at Newcastle 
University gave us an excellent 
talk at our meeting on 15th March 
about ‘The Itch’ and some 
interesting research he is doing 
(funded by LIVErNORTH).

Robert started off by telling us that the itch in liver patients has been around a 
long time:

“pruritus in jaundiced patients is caused by prickly bilious particles”
– Aretaeus the Cappadocian (1st century AD)

He explained the various factors that all can play a part:

• Potential factors or “pruritogens”
• Histamine
• Serotonin
• Endogenous opioids
• Bile Salts
• LPA/Autotaxin
• UDCA/Obeticholic acid can both actually cause itch

Then outlined current treatments:

• Cholestyramine
• Rifampicin
• Opioid antagonists
• SSRI’s
• Invasive
• Extracorporeal albumin dialysis
• Plasmapheresis
• Nasobiliary drainage
• Liver transplant
• Experimental – IBAT inhibitor

He explained that it is difficult to understand and difficult to treat - the 
flow chart on the next page is used by clinicians to assess appropriate 
treatments.
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He then went on to explain the new phototherapy pilot study - using UVB light  
(Ultraviolet ‘B’ rays) as a therapy and judging its effectiveness.

The trial will involve:
• 5 PBC participants with itch undergoing phototherapy twice a week for 
 12 weeks
• Itch and quality of life questionnaires during treatment
• Skin biopsies, blood and urine samples
• 5 atopic eczema patients as controls
• Healthy controls and PBC without itch
• It is the first ever prospective study in phototherapy

Hypothesis: That skin exposure to carefully 
measured UVB (Ultraviolet ‘B’ rays) will 
penetrate to different depths and will affect the 
production of certain chemicals in the skin (such 
as bile-salts). Careful measurement of the 
perceived benefit will hopefully result in better 
and more successful therapies in future.

As itch is a subjective sensation, other elements of study have been introduced:

• To develop objective measure of itch using body cameras
• Skin microbiome (bacteria, fungi and viruses etc)

Robert thanked us for our funding and said how useful our research register 
was to researchers as finding suitable participants is often one of the most 
difficult aspects of a project.

The talk closed with a lively question and answer session where several 
members asked about the therapy and the possibility of making the treatment 
available soon. Robert said the therapy 
was already in use in Newcastle 
Hospitals for certain conditions and it is 
well known that in newborn babies, 
excess biliruben has been treated using 
phototherapy  for some time. One of the 
reasons of looking at this therapy for his 
research was in fact the ready 
availability of the equipment.

John thanked Robert for his excellent 
talk and invited him back to give a 
follow up talk then presented him with 
his LIVErNORTH speaker’s pen.

This is obviously not the full 
hypothesis but a much simplified 
version. The full hypothesis is 
contained within the powerpoint 
presentation, a copy of which can 
be provided on request via email.
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Mel and Chris Tosh bravely shared 
their experience of being on the 
transplant list and receiving the gift of 
life.

Where do I begin? Good afternoon 
everyone my name is Mellanie (on a 
Sunday anyway) everyone calls me Mell 
with the exception of my three lovelies, 
Leon is 15, Tyler-Jayne 13 and Phillip 
12.  To them I'm just Mam.  I am 41 
years old and have been married to 
Chris for almost 17 years.  I am a very 
lucky girl.

I was diagnosed with diabetes twenty 
years ago and have always taken this 
very much in my stride.  Other than this 
prior to 2009 I would have considered 
myself to be pretty fit and well.  Just 
before Easter 2009 – a Saturday night, 
Chris and I had got the two younger 
children to bed, Chris then nipped to 
Tesco for some tea for us.  I was sat in 
the front room with Leon, our eldest 
when I felt quite sickly.  I told him I was 
going to the toilet, where I proceeded to 
be sick.  Not ordinary sick as it were, 
the sink was full of huge blood clots and 

it just wouldn't stop.  I just remember 
terror sweeping over me as I pretty 
much filled the sink. Then the 
faintness... I managed to get back to the 
settee and threw myself on it.  “Are you 
alright Mammy said a concerned Leon 
then 7.  Yes son I just feel a bit dizzy I 
lied please phone Daddy.  Chris got 
home and thankfully took charge,  
phoning my sister to come and look 
after the kids while we went to the 
hospital, Chris drove of course, we’re 
not the type of people to bother with an 
ambulance! I was taken to endoscopy 
from A & E in order to tie off the varices 
in my neck.  I was monitored whilst 
starved for a week in case it was 
decided to refer me to the Freeman 
Hospital or if I required emergency 
surgery. Totally oblivious to why, looking 
back I think they were also observing if I 
was going cold turkey. I went home and 
life continued whilst I waited for an 
outcome.  All I knew was I felt 
horrendous and totally terrified.

 After a few weeks I attended James 
Cook hospital where the doctor 
confirmed that I had fatty liver disease.  
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This they believed was connected to a 
genetic condition I have - Dunnigan 
Koeberling syndrome.  But I wont bore 
you with that as every doctor I've met 
(bar two) has had to google it .  It was 
her opinion that I had about 10 years 
before I would need a liver transplant. 
As it happened I got about four.  My 
rationale was 10 years Phillip my 
youngest would be 14, that's not too 
awful.                                                                

Several bleeds later, one in which I very 
nearly didn't make it, and many bouts of 
encephalopathy later it was finally 
decided that they thought a transplant 
should be considered.  I underwent an 
in-depth physical assessment in order 
to see if I was fit enough to survive 
surgery.  I passed that with flying 
colours.  This was when things slowed 
down.  To the best of the surgeons’ 
knowledge no one with my condition 
had had  a transplant so they had to 
decide whether I was viable to have a 
donated organ.  This took about a year 
with toing and froing with specialists at 
Addenbookes in Cambridge.  I was 
accepted and added to the list.  

I sat at home awaiting my call.  Jumping 
to high heaven every time the phone 
rang, not travelling too far in case I had 
to get to the Freeman.  We waited...in 
the meantime the bouts of 
encephalopathy became worse.  Let me 
explain, my liver was unable to process 
the toxins in my body, these chemicals 
then went to my brain, leaving me 
impaired. I had to leave my part time job 
and was unable to drive any more.  The 
isolation was crippling as everyone was 
at work and school all day whilst I just 
slept.

Chris likened the encephalopathy to 
Alzheimer's or a period of intense 
drunkenness,  even my speech was 
slurred. But life went on.  Kids had to be 

fed, looked after, gotten to school.  I 
must confess this is where my Chris 
stepped in to take any concern from 
me.  The fact was I was asleep for 18 
plus hours a day due to the debilitation 
of the fatigue I suffered.  After the worst 
case of encephalopathy I had, I ended 
up in intensive care at James Cook 
Hospital and was placed in an induced 
coma.  When I was slowly brought out 
of the coma I honestly thought I was 
dead.  Until I heard the dulcet tones of 
my diabetes consultant Prof Bilous who 
had looked after me for decades. After 3 
months of hospitalisation at James 
Cook, where a bout of pneumonia took 
hold and a lung drain ensued I was 
transferred to ward 12 at the Freeman.  

I was far from home but had never felt 
so safe,I was with the experts. If I am 
honest ward 12 became my home.  The 
day room became an extension of our 
living room.  When the five of us were in 
it, people just left us there to be a family 
in peace.  Staff and patients, they were 
all fantastic – In total I was at the 
Freeman for 9 months.  I knew 
everyone on that ward.  EVERYONE.  

Chris came to see me most evenings 
after work too.  If he did have an odd 
night off one of my sisters would come 
instead.  12 months in hospital and 
never once did I go a day without a 
visitor from home.  No mean feat with a 
100 mile round trip!

During my stay at the Freeman Hilton I 
met many wonderful people, some of 
whom I am still close friends with to this 
day, others we have sadly lost in the 
subsequent  2 years.  All of them will 
remain part of me.  I was honoured to 
be helped by the wonderful Livernorth 
who were vital in keeping my spirits up 
prior to the transplant and after.  I also 
had almost daily visits from the 
Chaplaincy team Fr Michael and 
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Deacon Pete and the other members of 
the wonderful chaplaincy team. 
Together with parishioners at St 
Andrews they kept my faith strong and 
made me laugh.  Gosh did they make 
me laugh.  Most of all the greatest 
support came from my Pete (or St Peter 
as he is known in our house).  Peter 
Robinson Symthe my transplant co-
ordinator was the most wonderful 
support to me and my family and 
continues to be a very dear friend.  
Along with his partner in crime Sandra 
(keep your eye on the prize Mell) and 
ward social worker Leanne, they saved 
me.

My time on ward 14 never seemed to 
run smoothly there were weekly drains 
of my tummy because of accites, my 
tummy was that big one of the 
consultants used to come on ward 
rounds and always ask 'how are the 
triplets today Mell' he always got told off 
because he knew they were referred to 
as the Twins.
The harsh reality was I was running out 
of time, that simple. I had spent 18 
months on the transplant list watching 
people receive their miracle and waiting 
waiting and if I'm honest (and totally 
ashamed) feeling a little envious as they 
left for surgery.  Chris was advised the 
day before my transplant that they were 
considering removing me from the list 
as I was becoming too poorly for 
surgery.  Talking of too poorly.  To the 
best of my knowledge I am the only 
person I know who was deemed too 
poorly to go to Lourdes prior to my 
Freeman internment.

But the call did come.  I remember 
vividly although I was drifting in and out 
of unconsciousness Siobhan coming to 
tell me they had found me a donor.  
Next thing I knew Chris was with me.  I 
told him I'd had a dream they'd found 
me a donor.  He explained that no it had 

happened.  Now came the anguish of 
knowing that although my life was about 
to change irrevocably so had the lives 
of another family. I pray every day in 
thanksgiving for what these two families 
have done for me and mine.

Next thing I knew Viv (my sister) was 
with me.  Viv lives in Edinburgh how 
had she got here so quickly? My step 
Mam was there too. But Gill, my eldest 
sister was in Majorca. We were joined 
by the on-call Priest, not Michael or 
Peter but a lovely chap who had the 
worst head cold ever.  The staff were 
horrified! GERMS. I spoke to my sister 
Kim on the phone who was looking after 
the kids.  They were all set for school.  
Poor Tyler started her SATS that day.  
Us trying to keep it normal! I knew it 
was potentially the last time I would 
speak to them.  What could I say but tell 
them I loved them with all my heart and 
soul and that I would see them soon. 
The other patients on the bay were all 
round my bed and one of my lovely 
doctors Jess was there to wish me luck, 
she had to leave the room because she 
was so upset.  Last rites where 
administered and I was taken to 
surgery.  Jen took me down. We 
chatted on the way about how she was 
the first person I had ever spoken to on 
the ward when I went for my 
assessment.  How appropriate she was 
the one to take me to surgery.  I said 
goodbye to my sister and step Mam. 
Now the really hard part, saying 
goodbye to my Chris.  I'm not sure what 
I said to him but I am sure it must have 
been along the lines of thank you for all 
our wonderful years, and everything he 
had done. And to look after the 
gruesome threesome. Off I went.

I will let Chris talk you through the next 
few weeks........................................

I would love to tell you how I spent the 
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14 hours whilst Mell was in surgery but 
to be completely honest, I can't 
remember.  I think, most of it was spent 
looking out of the window of the Liver 
North flat gazing at the people coming 
and going into the Freeman Hospital 
and consoling myself that as time wore 
on not hearing anything was indeed 
good news.  At half past 11 at night, 13 
and a half hours after I had left Mell, I 
plucked up the courage to dial the 
Intensive Care Ward where Mell would 
be heading to following her surgery.  
They didn't have her there yet, just be 
patient said the friendly voice on the 
other end of the phone. At a quarter to 
one on the Tuesday morning, my mobile 
rang, my heart jumped.  Not sure if I 
wanted to answer it, please be 
somebody asking about PPI I thought!

Thankfully Mell was safely out of theatre 
and in a bed in Intensive Care, I was 
told to come over in the morning after 
8am.  As you can imagine at exactly 
8:01am, accompanied by Mell’s older 
sister Gill, we arrived at ICU.  We were 
told to put on aprons and face masks 
and wash hands etc. and led to Mell's 
bedside, she seemed so small 
surrounded by banks of monitors and 
what seemed like miles and miles of 
plastic tubing, I remember she was so 
white, ghostly so.  I don't know what I 
expected but that image is so vivid in 
my memory.  We were told that Mell 
was to go back to theatre that afternoon 
to finish the procedure as it had taken 
longer than expected the day before 
and the surgeon and his team felt it was 
the best way to do it.  We were assured 
they thought that it would only take a 
couple of hours more.

The operation was completed and the 
surgeon came to see me and Mell's 
sisters to explain the procedures of the 
past 24 hours, I remember sitting in a 
private room on a ward, and a small 

man arrived wearing theatre scrubs and 
most surprisingly no shoes, he 
introduced himself as the surgeon but 
never did explain why no shoes.  He 
was pleased that the operation to save 
Mell's life had gone well and I 
remember him saying her liver had 
turned a nice pinky colour.  The relief 
was immense.

As the days wore on, I spent many an 
hour in Mell's air locked room watching 
the screens of the machines around her 
and chatting with the constant stream of 
Doctors, Nurses and other clever 
people that were always around.  The 
sedation after a few days was eased 
and Mell was brought out of her coma 
slightly, I was able to hold her hand and 
she could open her eyes.  She still was 
a whiter shade of pale and her eyes 
were bright yellow but things were 
getting better weren't they?

It was then on day 7, that Peter, the 
transplant Coordinator said those words 
I will never forget, 'Chris I need a word'.  
Off we went to the private family room 
and in the next couple of minutes, he 
sent my world crashing down again.  
Mell had a blockage in her portal vein 
which had starved the life saving liver of 
a blood supply, He told me that Mell 
would be added to the Emergency 
transplant list and that we had less than 
24 hours to find another miracle.  He 
told me to go home and prepare the 
kids for the worst.  

I remember standing in the Freeman 
car park just not knowing what to do 
next.  I phoned our Parish Priest who 
would surely be able to guide me, he 
could do nothing but sob down the 
phone.  God knows how I got back 
down the A19 that night but I do 
remember thinking, I just can't tell the 
kids.  I kissed them good night that 
night just like every other night, telling 
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them that Mam was still asleep, I prayed 
that I had made the correct decision.  
Mell had received the gift of life once 
and I just prayed that it could happen 
again very quickly.  I sat awake all night 
and remember my mobile rang again at 
7:27am, it was Peter, 'We have 
accepted a liver for Mell he said and 
she will go to theatre as soon as 
possible.'

Back up the A19 and I remember 
kissing Mell as she was pushed along 
the corridor surrounded by an 
entourage of medical professionals.  
This time 12 hours of gazing out of the 
flat window passed surprisingly quickly 
and I was called to say Mell was back in 
her ICU room, the change was so stark 
this time, although unconscious she had 
a lovely colour about her.

As the days wore on, Mell was slowly 
woken up and became aware of what 
had been happening, It was a feeling 
that I will never forget and to be honest 
on more than one occasion, I feared I 
would never see.
Mell's first transplant, although on paper 
only active for a short period of time, I 
know the fact that she received it meant 
that she was still with us a week later to 
get the chance of a second and I will be 
forever grateful to her donors and their 
families.
Mell is extremely privileged to receive 
her gift of life twice from two strangers 
who along with their families have given 
our unbelievable story a happy ending, 
and me, the kids and Mell a future.

Now that Mell was back awake, I feel it 
only fitting that she takes over again or 
as every good husband knows, your 
wife should always get the last word!

So I came around, I remember thinking I 
was in a care home in Sunderland, I 
couldn't move or talk and was 

convinced the nurses were working for 
a research company.  All very strange.  
When I fully came around I found that I 
could not move at all.  I had lost the use 
of everything as I had been 
unconscious for so long.  Now the real 
fight began.  I spent from July to 
September learning how to talk, move, 
walk, go to the toilet unaided, finally 
conquering the transplant centre stairs.  
After this and several falls from the 
zimmer frame I was allowed home.  I 
had made my target of getting home for 
the beginning of the school term and 
Tylie starting secondary school.  

My life now is entirely different to my old 
life.  Life is great, I am healthy, happy 
and back with my beautiful family.  I am 
once again the Mam I always intended 
to be, there for everything my children 
had missed during our darkest days. I 
am able to cook a meal for them when 
they get in from school, I am able to 
take them to school, to trampolining and 
to rugby.  They are happy and Chris 
and I are happy.  I am able to do 
volunteering at our local hospital and 
hope to return back to work soon.  Life 
is a whirlwind of anti rejection drugs and 
hospital appointments at times.  This is 
a tiny price to pay.  

My family and I are all eternally grateful 
for the gift we have received, for the gift 
of life which has enabled us to be 
together and to be here today.  Words 
simply cannot express the love and 
gratitude we feel.

Thank you.

Wow - what a story Mel & Chris. 
Everyone here is wishing you and your 
family the very best of health for the  
future.

Chris & Leon are doing the Great North 
Run for LIVErNORTH this year (ed).
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This is the eulogy given by Hilda’s vicar, the reverend Debbie 
Loughran. Debbie said it was one eulogy she felt really privileged 
to give and to write because she knew Hilda and her family so well. 
It was obvious to those of us who a�ended the packed church that 
Hilda was a very much loved, respected and dedicated Chris�an.    

Hilda was born in Sunderland to Billy and Amelia Bell and was 
the eldest of their 8 children, she had a fabulous childhood, a 
wonderful family and she knew the love and closeness of both 
family and friends – even being evacuated to Byers Green didn't 
faze her and moving back to Spennymoor at the end of the war was a joy. She said 
that the one thing she didn't need when she was growing up was a doll, because she 
had the real thing in her many siblings –  she loved them all very much.
Her rst job on leaving school was in Nicholson's bakery making bread and cakes 
and she was really rather good at it….
During this time in her life she enjoyed going out and about and often went to the 
Spennymoor fairground and it was here aged 17 that a young man saw her for the 
very rst time – his friend Eric however knew her and so he was dispatched to ask 
her for a date with Peter….
She said yes and the rest is history – a date at the cinema followed and once they 
had reached the golden age of 21 when their parents gave their consent – they 
were married in St Paul's Church Spennymoor – on the 6th July 1957.
Peter was a plumber for the National Coal Board during their courting years. Soon 
after they were married he got the call up for national service and was sent down to 
Portsmouth then Aldershot and then in November 1958 his kit bags were packed 
and sent on the Wednesday night to Cyprus ready for him to follow on the 
Thursday morning – but overnight the campaign was called off and he was sent to 
Sudbury instead – his luggage found him eventually and he worked as a vehicle 
maintenance mechanic for 20,000 vehicles.
During this time Hilda remained at home with their rst born son Steven who had 
been born just 4 months earlier.
In 1960, Peter's national service came to an end and he moved back to his job with 
the National Coal Board, the family then moved to Spennymoor where in 1961 
their second son Phillip was born.
A couple of house moves and 7 years later saw the family complete when Hilda 
gave birth to their 3rd son Peter and 4 years later they moved to Aycliffe.
Hilda was a strict but very caring mum, their house was always full, the cousins 

In Memoriam

Hilda Heaton
1st July 1936 - 16th January 2017
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were as close as the brothers and sisters and everyone always visited the 
grandparents. Hilda was a bit of a Mother Hen, if anyone had a problem they knew 
where to go. She could keep a condence, she didn't judge and she always listened.
Holidays when the boys were young were spent in their caravan in Whitby, the boys 
knew the beauty of the countryside and the healthiness of fresh air and of course 
the love of caring, thoughtful parents.
By the time the family moved to Aycliffe, Hilda was ready to go out to work again 
and during the 1970s she got a job rstly as a Dinner Nanny at St Francis School 
and then as a cleaner in Greeneld school. She worked and played hard and she 
was often in a rush….One day she was rushing out to school and grabbed her 
hairspray as she did each time she left the house – sprayed it thoroughly all over 
her hair and made ready to leave – that smells a bit different she thought as she 
looked down at the can of Tina the Terrier's Anti Mate Spray in her hand…… she 
didn't get a cup of tea that day at school – she got a bowl of water put on the oor 
for her…. 
St Francis wasn't just a school – it was and still is a church and it was here that 
Hilda began to worship whenever she could…. She would take the boys too and 
many years later the baton was passed on to her grandchildren and she was so 
proud to see Harry conrmed there. 
In the 1980s her sister Norma and brother in law Alan who owned Meynells 
Funeral Directors in Darlington wanted to open a branch in Newton Aycliffe and 
Hilda was employed by them to run the ofce .
She loved her job and she loved meeting new people. Hilda never had 
acquaintances, she had friends.
The 1990s was Hilda's decade to retire, but only after training her very good 
friend Penny into the ways of Dignity, who by now owned Meynells. Her retirement 
present was a trip to Jersey with Peter and a huge party at Walworth Castle.
The 90s was also the decade where we nearly lost Hilda – she became so poorly 
with PBC and it took a long 8 months before diagnosis led to her being offered a 
liver transplant. She received her new liver on the 11th May 1998. The time 
leading up to this was so hard and so tiring for Hilda but she never complained – 
she had True Grit!
Once she had the new liver there was no stopping her –for Hilda, she had been 
given a new life – new opportunities and that was something to be incredibly 
thankful for.
She would become a tireless campaigner for LIVErNORTH. The charity meant the 
world to her – they supported her and she supported others through them – she 
fundraised at every opportunity – running a jewellery stall and generally helping 
wherever she could, she attended a ball and even ran the 5k as part of the 
transplant games – she nished as red as a beetroot but she had the medal to 
prove she had done it!!
Her boys had grown up and found themselves wonderful wives and Hilda was so 
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proud of the men they had become and then the joy of grandchildren came along 
with Samantha, James, Ben, Shaun and then after a big gap Harry, Niamh and 
Daniel.
There was always a bag of toys in Hilda's house ready for when they came to play 
or stay, they went to the caravan in Whitby and of course they joined the relay into 
St Frances' church….
Anything went with the grandkids – they got away with murder and wonderful 
memories where made at Nanna's house…. love shared endlessly.
Hilda was so grateful for the extra time her new liver gave her and she cherished 
every moment and every moment was special – Samantha was married in 2014 and 
Hilda was so proud to be able to go to Wales and be with all the family on this 
special day and her great grandchildren Brandon, Isaac and Elijah where able to see 
Great Grandma each week via facetime and Great Grandma was able to enjoy their 
childhoods as much as she enjoyed her sons and her grand-children's….
Hilda always remembered to thank God too for all her many blessings – she lived 
and breathed Jesus and she loved her church and her friends whom she met there, 
she was always involved, she was church warden. Her 80th birthday party was a 
special memory, everyone who meant so much to her all in one room – it was such 
a huge surprise that she had to sit down to take it all in.
She found God everywhere –Her faith was contagious and her welcome 
legendary….. her genuineness, her holiness, her gracefulness, her prayerfulness, 
her Hildaness will never be forgotten….
Hilda was very caring and always guided people to do the right thing, she wouldn't 
tolerate bad language, she was thoughtful and loyal. Peter said he couldn't have had 
a better wife – she always said how important it was to love one another – she was 
the glue which held the family together – she was inspirational, determined and 
strong – she was given an extra 18 years through her new liver and she was an 
important part in each of our lives…. she will be greatly missed.  
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Researchers announce new genetic discoveries about PSC
(Primary Sclerosing Cholangitis)

Posted on 21st December 2016

A large-scale study has led researchers to identify four previously unknown genetic risk 
locations for Primary Sclerosing Cholangitis (PSC).

Featured in Nature Genetics this is the largest genome-wide association study of PSC to 
date, and a step toward providing breakthrough treatments for the unmet needs of PSC 
patients.

It was led by Konstantinos Lazaridis, M.D. from the Mayo Clinic, and Carl Anderson, Ph.D., 
of the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, along with collaborators from six other U.S. medical 
centres, co-investigators from the U.K., Germany and Norway and collaborators from other 
European countries.

PSC is an uncommon chronic liver disease, affecting around 1 in 10,000 individuals, in 
which the bile ducts inside and outside the liver progressively decrease in size due to 
inammation and scarring (brosis). The disease may occur alone, but frequently is 
associated with inammatory bowel disease (IBD), especially chronic ulcerative colitis. About 
75 percent of sufferers develop inammatory bowel disease (IBD), although only 5 to 7 
percent of those affected by pre-existing IBD alone later develop PSC.

Researchers compared the genetic information of 4,796 PSC patients against a control 
population of nearly 20,000 individuals, the specimens of which were provided by patients 
from the U.S. and Europe, including healthy controls from Mayo Clinic Biobank.

Using the data, they identied four new markers of PSC risk on the human genome, bringing 
the total number of known predisposing locations to 20.

The study also allowed for clearer estimations as to how PSC and IBD may share genetic risk 
factors.
Dr. Lazaridis said: “The immense scale of this genetic study allowed us to analyse, for the 
rst time, the complex genetic relationship between Primary Sclerosing Cholangitis and IBD.

 “Additional scientic efforts for genome sequencing of Primary Sclerosing Cholangitis 
patients will give us more opportunities to nd the specic genetic underpinnings that 
contribute to the risk of Primary Sclerosing Cholangitis and to explain what makes the 
correlation between Primary Sclerosing Cholangitis and IBD. Such knowledge will be 
important in facilitating the development of medical therapies for Primary Sclerosing 
Cholangitis – an urgent need for patients.”

Source British Liver Trust In Touch Newsletter Issue 31 January 2017
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EU approves new therapy for primary biliary cholangitis/ 
cirrhosis (PBC)

The European Commission has cleared Intercept’s Ocaliva for the treatment of Primary 
Biliary Cholangitis (PBC), giving patients the potential to access the rst new therapy for the 
condition in nearly 20 years.

PBC is a rare, autoimmune cholestatic liver disease that primarily affecting women. If left 
untreated, survival of patients is signicantly worse than the general population.

Ocaliva (obeticholic acid) is a highly selective agonist of the farnesoid X receptor (FXR), a 
nuclear receptor expressed in the liver and intestine that regulates bile acid, inammatory, 
brotic and metabolic pathways.

In a Phase III clinical trial nearly half of patients (46 percent) in the titration group treated 
with Ocaliva in combination with UDCA achieved the primary endpoint of achieving a 
signicant reduction in serum alkaline phosphatas (ALP) compared to 10 percent in the 
control group, while 77 percent of patients taking the combination achieved a reduction of 
more than 15 percent in ALP at 12 months, compared to 29 percent taking UDCA alone.

The drug has received a conditional marketing authorisation in Europe for the treatment of 
PBC in combination with ursodeoxycholic acid (UDCA) in adults with an inadequate 
response to UDCA, or as monotherapy in adults unable to tolerate UDCA.

According to the rm, its availability addresses an important unmet need as up to 40 
percent of patients may have an inadequate response to UDCA, the only other available 
treatment for this condition.

“Despite the availability of UDCA, many patients have remained at signicant risk of adverse 
outcomes with no alternative treatment option available. Ocaliva can now help ll an 
important unmet need for these patients,” noted Frederik Nevens, University Hospitals 
Leuven & KU Leuven, Belgium, and the lead investigator of the Phase III POISE clinical study.

“As a community, our priority is to advocate for changes which ensure that people 
diagnosed with PBC have the best possible prognosis,” said Tatjana Reic, president of the 
European Liver Patients Association (ELPA). “With this in mind, we are excited about this 
advance for patients with an inadequate response or intolerability to the current available 
treatment.”

As per the terms of conditional clearance Intercept is required to provide post-approval 
updates on safety and efcacy analyses for Ocaliva from the ongoing Phase 4 COBALT 
outcomes study and a short-term study in patients with hepatic impairment.

Source British Liver Trust In Touch Newsletter Issue 31 January 2017
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Fatty liver epidemic affects one fth of population, shown by UK Biobank MRI 
study OXFORD, UK, (February 27, 2017, 14:00 ET) 
Around 20% of adults have fatty liver disease, putting them at increased risk of heart 
disease, stroke and cancer, Oxford and University of Westminster  researchers reveal in 
a paper published in PLOS One today.
The scientists have been studying images from the UK Biobank MRI imaging study, the 
world's biggest study of its kind ever undertaken. 
In the past, diagnosing liver disease has relied upon invasive biopsies, but 
LiverMultiScan DiscoverTM technology, developed from the University of Oxford by 
Perspectum Diagnostics, can identify people with disease in a painless and safe 15-
minute scan.
Liver disease has been highlighted by Dame Sally Davies, the Chief Medical Ofcer, as a 
major public health concern. The research published today shows that people with 
excess liver fat are more likely to have high blood pressure, coronary artery disease and 
diabetes. 
UK Biobank is a major national and international resource following the health of 
500,000 people who were aged 40-69 years when they joined the study. Results from 
Perspectum Diagnostics are some of the rst to come out of the imaging part of the UK 
Biobank resource, which plans to scan the hearts, brains and abdomens of 100,000 
participants.
Perspectum Diagnostics' Dr Rajarshi Banerjee, said it was exciting that the study was 
providing answers to important questions so quickly. “We know that fatty liver disease 
is a major health problem and it is important to develop new techniques that allow 
doctors to make quick and accurate diagnoses that don't cause distress to patients,” he 
said. 
Dr Louise Thomas, Senior Lecturer at the University of Westminster added “being able 
to look at the risk of liver fat in such a large population in the UK Biobank is a unique 
opportunity and will help us to understand more about how fatty liver disease 
develops.”
Professor Cathie Sudlow, UK Biobank's Chief Scientist, welcomed the development. 
“The goal of UK Biobank is to improve health. It is exciting to see these advances 
emerging from the resource, which is becoming increasingly valuable over time. We look 
forward to seeing further results of relevance to understanding and treating major 
diseases as the resource matures.”
Reproduced courtesy of PLOS ONE (Wilman et al, Characterisation of Liver Fat in the 
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UK Biobank Cohort)
This study was a joint project between scientists from Perspectum Diagnostics, and the 
University of Westminster, as part of an Innovate UK Knowledge Transfer Partnership. 
The work was done in collaboration with the UK Biobank and Imperial College London.
Read to full article here: 
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0172921,
Further information
About Perspectum Diagnostics
Perspectum Diagnostics is a medical imaging company founded by scientists and 
physicians from the University of Oxford. It has pioneered the use of quantitative 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to accurately detect and measure biomarkers of liver 
disease. Available in over 50 hospitals and clinics on ve continents, LiverMultiScan 
DiscoverTM enables quantitative liver assessment in a safe, non-invasive 15-minute MRI 
scan. Analysis is based on assessment of native properties of liver tissue, accurate 
measurement of liver fat, liver iron and liver inammation. The technology is currently 
being used to assess primary endpoints in clinical trials for investigational therapies to 
treat NAFLD and NASH. LiverMultiScan DiscoverTM is manufactured by Perspectum 
Diagnostics. 
About UK BioBank
UK Biobank is a major national and international resource following the health of 
500,000 people who were aged 40-69 years when they joined the study. The resource 
is funded by the medical Research Council, Wellcome Trust, and the British Heart 
Foundation (BHF), and is transforming researchers' ability to investigate a wide range of 
common painful and life-threatening disorders.
About the University of Westminster
The University of Westminster boasts a vibrant learning environment attracting more 
than 20,000 students from over 150 nations and we continue to invest in our future 
with new developments, research projects and new ideas. We offer highly attractive 
practice-based courses which are independently rated as excellent, many with 
international recognition. Our distinguished 175-year history has meant we lead the 
way in many areas of research, particularly politics, media, art and design, architecture 
and biomedical sciences, and our position in the city of London allows us to continue 
to build on our close connections with leading gures and organisations in these areas 
as well as in the worlds of business, information technology, politics and law.
Our commitment to educating graduates for the needs of professional life attracts high 
quality students from within the UK and around the globe.
Global engagement, employability and sustainability are key elements in the University 
of Westminster's vision for the future and we strive to ensure the very highest standards 
are met and maintained. Find out more at https://www.westminster.ac.uk/
Contact
Perspectum Diagnostics
OCFI| New Road | Oxford OX11BY | UK
Tel: +44 (0)1865 261457
info@perspectum-diagnostics.com
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News Release Issued: 19 February 2017 

£1.1m imaging study seeks to boost care for liver cancer patients 

Patients facing surgery to remove liver cancers could benet from a £1.1million 
initiative that uses advanced imaging technology to improve care.

Researchers will test whether novel MRI scanning techniques can help doctors 
assess possible risks to patients before liver surgery.

The non-invasive technology can provide a detailed picture of liver health to help 
the multidisciplinary surgical team assess the risks of major liver surgery. It can also 
help track the effect of chemotherapy and gauge the health of a regenerated liver 
after surgery.

Surgery is the most effective treatment for liver tumours. Doctors typically remove 
the section of the liver that is affected by cancer and leave the remainder of the 
organ intact. 

The remaining part of the liver needs to function well enough for the patient to 
survive after surgery until the liver can regenerate back to full health.

Some 1600 operations are performed in the UK each year and rates worldwide are 
rising faster than for any other cancer. 

Previous research into surgical complications has identied poor liver health – 
caused by pre-existing chronic liver disease – as a key contributor to post-op liver 
failure. 

The project – called HepaT1ca – involves the University of Edinburgh and 
Hampshire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust. They work with University of Oxford 
spin-out company Perspectum Diagnostics, which has developed the technology 
called LiverMultiScan™.

The system can safely and accurately identify poor liver health caused by excessive 
fat, inammation, scar tissue or high iron content. 

Funding to investigate how the technology can be integrated into patient care has 
been awarded by Innovate UK, a Government-backed initiative that reports to the 
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Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS).

Lead researcher Damian Mole, who is based at the University of Edinburgh, said 
the advanced imaging techniques were being rened to carry out a range of 
functions. 

“We believe that these techniques can measure liver health prior to surgery and 
therefore contribute to a more accurate assessment of surgical risk. Ultimately, we 
hope this enabling technology will signicantly improve the safety of patients who 
undergo surgery,” said Mr Mole, an MRC Senior Clinical Fellow and Honorary 
Consultant Liver and Pancreas Surgeon.

Fellow lead researcher Jonathan Falloweld, also based at Edinburgh, said the 
project will involve clinical teams and research nurses; imaging specialists and 
medical physicists from Perspectum Diagnostics; and specialists from Basingstoke 
and North Hampshire Hospital. 

“By teaming up with Perspectum Diagnostics, we can test whether this novel 
technology can be applied in real life clinical practice. The aim is to advance the 
MRI technology behind LiverMultiScan™ to support surgical planning in clinical 
practice,” said Dr Falloweld, an NRS Senior Clinical Fellow and Honorary 
Consultant Hepatologist.

Dr Matt Kelly, Head of Innovation at Perspectum Diagnostics, said the company was 
set up to address unmet clinical needs with advanced MRI technology: “We believe 
this partnership with leading clinical experts in Edinburgh and Hampshire will lead 
to improved outcomes for patients while reducing the cost of care.”

Mr Myrddin Rees, of Hampshire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, who is leading 
the Hampshire arm of the project, said: “The opportunity to extend surgery to 
more patients with primary and secondary tumours is thwarted by our inability to 
accurately quantify the function of the remaining liver. This is an exciting 
opportunity to ll this gap in our knowledge.”

The initiative is backed by Sunergos Innovations – formerly the BioQuarter 
Commercialisation Team – which supports the University of Edinburgh to translate 
medical innovation into better health outcomes for patients.

For further information, please contact: 
Shona Cameron, Sunergos Innovations
Tel +44 7581 196655; email shona.cameron@sunergosinnovations.com
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GREAT NORTH RUN ‘16

Thank you to everyone 
who did the Great North 
Run for us in 2016. 

So far we have raised 
almost £8,100 and the 
sponsorship totals for each 
runner are shown here.

Some really good times 
and some excellent 
fundraising!

If you have given to these 
runners, many thanks - 
they have all been sent a 
certificate and letter to 
acknowledge their 
donations and to show to 
their kind donors.

Finish times are shown in 
the last column except for 
the ‘Own place’ runners 
who entered themselves 
and paid for their own 
places - many thanks!

As you can see, some 
runners have yet to send 
us their sponsorship 
money so please remind 
them if you see them!

This year we have 25 runners again already and we have asked for extra 
places. If you want to join the list for a place please let us know via email. 

Own place runners, please get in touch for your sponsorship forms and running 
shirts. Your kindness is very much appreciated.

*VK could not run due to last minute work commitments but kindly made a donation of £75.
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Omission - this item should have appeared in our last LIVErNEWS. Many thanks 

to all of the people and organisations that provided the wonderful prizes for our 
Autumn Fair and congratulations to the lucky winners. A special thanks this year to 
Cundall Engineering Consultants of Newcastle who donated the tea, coffee, sugar, 
biscuits and milk for the refreshments stall.
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This is a blog by Marian Godwin written on February 22, 2017 for 
her company blogsite, Cundall Conversations

The charity that I fundraise for is LIVErNORTH, an adult liver patient support 
group based at the Freeman Hospital in Newcastle upon Tyne. LIVErNORTH is run 
by unpaid volunteers and provides services including a newsletter, regular meetings 
and a helpline to UK liver patients, their carers and families.

About three years ago, I was diagnosed with an auto-immune liver disease called 
Primary Biliary Cirrhosis (PBC). It’s easy to get down in the dumps about 
something like this, but LIVErNORTH provides a helpline and I started attending 
patient support meetings and met others with poorly livers. It’s sometimes difcult 
to talk about liver disease as there is a stigma attached; many immediately assume 
that it is alcohol or lifestyle related, but as I found out there are over 100 diseases 
and conditions that can affect the liver and only two or three that are alcohol 
related.

There are several clinical trials going on at the moment for PBC and I’ve been able 
to take part in ve since being diagnosed (one was a trial medication which turned 
my tears orange!). Although there is no cure, my NHS consultant, who is on the 
LIVErNORTH advisory board, is passionate about this disease and is condent 
that if no cure is found in the next ve years, there will at least be a targeted 
genetic treatment unique to each patient. Amongst other things, LIVErNORTH 
supports a laboratory at Newcastle University Medical School, the leading centre 
for liver disease research & treatment in the UK.
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I can’t thank LIVErNORTH enough for their support and the information that they 
give out at the meetings and in the leaets. Did you know that if you have a chronic 
illness, it’s difcult to get travel insurance? And sometimes the insurance costs 
more than the ticket! LIVErNORTH provide advice and advocacy for members 
having difculty with insurance, healthcare provision, allowances or entitlements. 
The group has governors with legal, medical, social and scientic qualications.

One thing that LIVErNORTH is very proud of is that it is run entirely by volunteers 
and 100% of donations received are spent on research, leaets, meetings, 
newsletter, helpline, and accommodation at the Freeman Hospital for patients, their 
carers and families who nd travel to and from the hospital too difcult. I have 
been volunteering at LIVErNORTH since 2013 and last year helped at the Annual 
Autumn Fair fundraiser to help give something back to the charity.

Cundall has been brilliant and has supported my voluntary work with 
LIVErNORTH. They donated the tea, coffee, sugar, biscuits and milk for the tea 
stall at the Fair fundraiser in September raising over £4,000 that day. Cundall also 
donated the monies raised from the rafe at the Formal Christmas Dinner in 
December (£149), Christmas Jumper Day (£83.20), Partners’ New Year Rafe 
(£103), and my own Christmas Gift Wrapping Service, where I encouraged 
colleagues into allowing me to wrap their gifts for £1. I raised £32 and gained a 
couple of hours for Cundall’s 40th Anniversary Volunteering.

Thank you for this Marian - it’s great that you are spreading the word and that 
you are so well supported by your employers. Well done Cundall.

Marian has also said she will do an article for a future issue on the clinical trials 
she has been involved in - should make interesting reading! (ed)

Tombola prizes wanted!

The tombola stall will be making its annual appearance at the 
LIVErNORTH Autumn Fair on Saturday September 16, 2017. Prizes 
needed! If you have unwanted and unused gifts, bottles, etc, do put 
them aside for the tombola stall. You can bring them to a LIVErNORTH 
meeting, or let us know and Fiona Hale will arrange to collect them. Her 
contact details are:

Email info@livernorth.org.uk  Phone 07815 071918 (Fiona)

Thank you!
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Our leaflets:
 1. About LIVErNORTH 
 2. Accommodation for patients & families
 3.  Autoimmune Hepatitis
 4. Alcoholic Liver Disease
 5. Look After Your Liver
 6. Primary Biliary Cholangitis (PBC)
 7. Coping With Stress
 8. Primary Liver Cancer 
 9. You and Your Consultant
 10. Primary Sclerosing Cholangitis (PSC)
 11.  NAFLD Lifestyle Guide
 11a. Non Alcoholic Steatohepatitis (NASH)
 12. Liver Disease
 13. Skin Care for Liver Patients
 14. Diet and Liver Disease
 15. Hepatitis C
 16. Travel Insurance for Liver Patients

How to get a leaflet:
1. Download from our website (http://www.livernorth.org.uk/pages/factsheet.htm)
2. Collect from our display boards (Various Hospitals throughout the North East)

3. Email us & ask (info@livernorth.org.uk)
4. Phone/FAX us & ask (0191 3702961)

5. Drop us a line at: FREEPOST PLUS RTHL - UHKL - JKCR
LIVErNORTH DH9 0BR

6. Send us a private facebook message (https://www.facebook.com/livernorth/)
7. Email Alan Rochelle: aeroch@blueyonder.co.uk

NOTICE BOARDS and information leaflet service
Currently the charity has 12 information centres in the North East region with 3 
more being prepared. These normally take the form of display boards holding 
all of our leaflets, newsletters, posters and notices but in a few locations. we 
have provided desk-top leaflet dispensers.

LIVErNORTH governor Alan Rochelle has recently retired from full time 
employment and has taken on the management of the service. He will arrange 
the printing and distribution of information leaflets as well as supplying the 
notice boards and stands. 

If you would like a LIVErNORTH information centre for your UK based location 
then please get in touch with Alan on aeroch@blueyonder.co.uk. He will 
assess your requirements and progress your request via our committee.

Please note - our information centres are for LIVErNORTH publications only. 
We have no paid employees and state this on our notice boards. Items from 
any organisation with paid staff will be removed and discarded.

All of our services and all of our publications are provided free of charge.
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Dear Liver North,
Many thanks for your generous donation of 
Christmas presents for the patients on ward 16 
Freeman Hospital. All gifts were gratefully received 

& helped to brighten the patients Christmas Day.
Thank you again
Helen & team

Dear Joan,
Thank you kindly for your wonderful Newsletters and all emails you send 
me here in Queensland Australia.
It is very much appreciated and comforting as PBC is more rare here 
and a local support network isn’t available.
Many Blessings to all at LIVErNORTH.
Sincerely,
CS
Australia

Hi Liver North 
Thank you for the PBC DVD which I am very grateful for. It is fine to 
contact me by email rather than post. I would like to be kept up to date 
on anything to do with PBC. 
Best wishes 
JC

Hi John and Joan

First of all thank you so much for the wonderful Carol Service yesterday, 
it has really signalled the start of Christmas for us all and it was 
wonderful to be a part of it.

Mel x

Hello Liver North Volunteer Staff,

I would very much like a copy of your DVD on PBC (Primary Biliary 
Cirrhosis) as shown on your website. Whilst I still haven't had a positive 
diagnosis (Symptoms consistent with PBC but I am AMA negative and 
on URSO whilst awaiting a biopsy) it's looking very much as if PBC will 
be the issue.

MB, Essex
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Hello LIVErNORTH,

I will be most grateful if you will advise me how I can obtain the 
LIVErNEWS, also where I can obtain information about Travel Insurance 
for people suffering from Cirrhosis. 
I will be happy to pay for any publication. 
LT, Northumberland

If you go our website on the publications page you can download the 
latest LIVErNEWS. Towards the back of the magazine there is a page 
on insurance companies that our members have had some success 
with. All of our publications and services are provided free of charge.

Dear LiverNorth
I was recently diagnosed with quite severe liver damage. I was 
diagnosed type II diabetic in 1988 and have been using insulin since 
1997. I have always been a very well controlled diabetic – Hc1Abs 
between 5.9 and 6.4 (old money) - but I knew nothing about the 
likelihood that insulin resisters like me ran this risk of liver damage even 
though one third of us will get this condition. I am now under the 
excellent care of Mark Hudson.

I know something about how much dedication and hard work it takes to 
run a charity like yours. 

Thanks and best
Regards,
PH

You can get in touch with us by letter, email, social media or 
telephone. All of our contact details are in this LIVErNEWS.

Our facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/livernorth/ and 
twitter feed: https://twitter.com/livernorth have the most up to 
date news on meeting times and functions etc.

We are working on sourcing an anonymous blog provider so that 
people can ask questions, get answers and discuss problems 
openly. Contact us if you have any suggestions!
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I'm so glad we had that conversation

My husband Paul suffered a head injury in 2013 whilst working in our 
home. This was initially thought to be a small bleed on the brain.  Paul was 
transferred to ICU but never regained consciousness. We had to wait for 
the results of a brain stem test but sadly Paul deteriorated before this could 
be done. We kept him on life support knowing that Paul's diagnosis was a 
catastrophic brain haemorrhage with no recovery. He was 55 years old.
We did this so that Paul could have the chance to be an organ donor.
Many years ago while signing the register we had a short discussion and 
both agreed but you never think you will have to make this decision.
I suggested this to the nurse attending Paul and so our journey began. It 
was the hardest decision at such a time of grief and our three grown sons 
all agreed with the decision.They knew it's what their dad would have 
wanted.
And so it began. The meetings with doctors and nurses who supported us 
and with such great dignity and respect for Paul and his family. The blur of 
the next 30 or so hours seemed so much longer. We talked about how 
someone's life could change with a phone call and it did.
Paul donated both kidneys and his liver and two people had their wish come 
true.
Since then I have been involved in raising awareness through talks and 
charity events and have been honoured and humbled to meet many 
recipients and their families and present medals at two Transplant Games. I 
have laughed and cried with them and know they are forever grateful for the 
'Gift of Life'.
We have received letters and gain great comfort from them.
Do we wish Paul was still here, of course but know he would have a big 
smile on his face knowing he helped someone and gave them back to their 
families.

I'm so glad we had that conversation. It made a very hard decision so much 
easier.

Lorraine
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LIVErNORTH Research Register

Name:

Address:

Telephone: Mobile:

email address:

Preferred method of contact: Email G  Telephone G  Mobile G  Mail G 

Do you suffer from liver disease?: YES G    NO G (please tick one box)

Are you interested in hearing about research into any of the following?
(Please tick all boxes that apply)

Hepatitis A G Hepatitis B G

Hepatitis C G Autoimmune Hepatitis G

Non Alcoholic Fatty Liver
Disease

G PBC G

Primary Sclerosing Cholangitis G Alcoholic Liver Disease G

Liver Cancer G Cirrhosis of the Liver G

Hepatic Encephalopathy G Other (please specify)

.............................................

G

I am interested in being involved in liver disease research and consent to being
contacted by LIVErNORTH for this purpose.

Signed........................................................... Date.................................

Please return completed form to:
Joan Bedlington, FREEPOST PLUS RTHL-UHKL-JKCR, LIVErNORTH DH9 0BR
(no postage stamp required)
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Tilly's legacy continues

In the last edition of LIVErNEWS we wrote 
about a book that includes a chapter by Tilly 
Hale about LIVErNORTH and patient 
involvement in research. The book has now 
been translated and a Spanish version will be 
launched on April 4, 2017.  

Entitled 'People's Knowledge: Escaping the 
White-Walled Labyrinth', the book is available 
at:
http://www.peoplesknowledge.org/wp-
content/uploads/2016/11/Peoples-
Knowledge-and-Participatory-Action-
Research-Book.pdf

Give as You Live

Do you shop online? If so, you might like to sign up to the Give as You Live 
website. You can nominate LIVErNORTH as your chosen charity, and every 
time you spend online with a participating retailer, LIVErNORTH will get a 
percentage. If you use the internet to shop anyway, shopping through Give 
as You Live is no more complicated – and every little helps! 
Find it at www.giveasyoulive.com.

Tilly at the TEDx talk she gave in 
Newcastle. Watch it on YouTube by typing 
this into your browser: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v1Ml1dj
OyB8
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Organs that can be donated include: kidneys, liver, heart, lungs, small bowel and 
pancreas.

Tissue donation: Unlike organs, tissues can be donated up to 24 hours after someone 
has died, and in some cases up to 48 hours. Tissues can be used to treat a wide variety 
of conditions, some of which may be life threatening. The most common tissues that can 
be donated are: the cornea (the transparent tissue layer at the front of the eye), bone, 
skin, heart valves, tendons & cartilage.

Written by Sarah Todd, whose mum had a heart transplant 2 years ago, alongside a 
photograph taken by Mark Smith, whose dad also had a heart transplant. 

Donors do not just save one life, they save families

don’t take your organs to Heaven,
Heaven knows we need them here.
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q 2016 Numbers Club Results q 

2016 prize winners: £250 each to: 
T Nichol of Hetton le Hole (no 88, 7th March)
Mrs V Nixon of Wallsend (no 173, 16th April)

Mrs I Kell of Carrville (no 48, 6th June)
Mrs J Clarke of Darlington (no 134, 18th July)

Mrs J L Beal of Carlisle (no 168, 5th September)
Mrs L Winter of Sunderland (no 24, 17th October)
Mr G Browell of Morpeth (no 47, 7th December)

 * £2500 Jackpot prize to: *

T Nicol of Hetton le Hole (no 88, 7th December)

YOU CAN JOIN THE NUMBERS CLUB AT ANY TIME: FORM Pg 38 ->

111 222 333 444 555 666 777 888 999 101010
111111 121212 131313 141414 151515 161616 171717 181818 191919 202020
212121 222222 232323 242424 252525 262626 272727 282828 292929 303030
313131 323232 333333 343434 353535 363636 373737 383838 393939 404040
414141 424242 434343 444444 454545 464646 474747 484848 494949 505050
515151 525252 535353 545454 555555 565656 575757 585858 595959 606060

636363616161 626262 646464 656565 666666 676767 686868 696969 707070
717171 727272 737373 747474 757575 767676 777777 787878 797979 808080
818181 828282 838383 848484 858585 868686 878787 888888 898989 909090
919191 929292 939393 949494 959595 969696 979797 989898 999999 100100100

101101101 102102102 103103103 104104104 105105105 106106106 107107107 108108108 109109109 110110110
113113113 114114114 115115115 116116116 117117117 118118118 119119119 120120120111111111 112112112
123123123 124124124 125125125 126126126

136136136
146146146
156156156

166166166
176176176

186186186

127127127
137137137
147147147
157157157

167167167
177177177

187187187

128128128
138138138
148148148
158158158

168168168
178178178

188188188

129129129
139139139
149149149
159159159

169169169
179179179

189189189

130130130
140140140
150150150
160160160

170170170
180180180

190190190

121121121 122122122
133133133
143143143
153153153

163163163
173173173

183183183

134134134
144144144
154154154

164164164
174174174

184184184

135135135
145145145
155155155

165165165
175175175

185185185

131131131
141141141
151151151

161161161
171171171

181181181
191191191 192192192 193193193 194194194 195195195 196196196

132132132
142142142
152152152

162162162
172172172

182182182
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q 2017 Numbers Club Results q 

7 prizes of £250 drawn at our meetings
1 prize of £2500 drawn at our Christmas Dinner

CONGRATULATIONS! £250 goes to: 
B Dickens of Bourton on the Water (no 55, 15th March)

You have to be in it to win it!
YOU CAN JOIN THE NUMBERS CLUB AT ANY TIME: FORM OVERLEAF>

111 222 333 444 555 666 777 888 999 101010
111111 121212 131313 141414 151515 161616 171717 181818 191919 202020
212121 222222 232323 242424 252525 262626 272727 282828 292929 303030
313131 323232 333333 343434 353535 363636 373737 383838 393939 404040
414141 424242 434343 444444 454545 464646 474747 484848 494949 505050
515151 525252 535353 545454 555555 565656 575757 585858 595959 606060

636363616161 626262 646464 656565 666666 676767 686868 696969 707070
717171 727272 737373 747474 757575 767676 777777 787878 797979 808080
818181 828282 838383 848484 858585 868686 878787 888888 898989 909090
919191 929292 939393 949494 959595 969696 979797 989898 999999 100100100

101101101 102102102 103103103 104104104 105105105 106106106 107107107 108108108 109109109 110110110
113113113 114114114 115115115 116116116 117117117 118118118 119119119 120120120111111111 112112112
123123123 124124124 125125125 126126126

136136136
146146146
156156156

166166166
176176176

186186186

127127127
137137137
147147147
157157157

167167167
177177177

187187187

128128128
138138138
148148148
158158158

168168168
178178178

188188188

129129129
139139139
149149149
159159159

169169169
179179179

189189189

130130130
140140140
150150150
160160160

170170170
180180180

190190190

121121121 122122122
133133133
143143143
153153153

163163163
173173173

183183183

134134134
144144144
154154154

164164164
174174174

184184184

135135135
145145145
155155155

165165165
175175175

185185185

131131131
141141141
151151151

161161161
171171171

181181181
191191191 192192192 193193193 194194194 195195195 196196196

132132132
142142142
152152152

162162162
172172172

182182182
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LIVErNORTH Numbers Club Standing Order Mandate
Please detach & return to LIVErNORTH - DO NOT SEND TO YOUR BANK

Your Bank Details:

To the Manager,

BANK NAME ............................................................................................
&
Bank Address ............................................................................................

  ............................................................................................

  ................................................ Post Code.............................
ACCOUNT
NAME  ............................................................................................

ACCOUNT No. ..................................... SORT CODE....................................

Your own Details:

Your Name ............................................................................................
&
Your Address ............................................................................................

  ............................................................................................

  .................................................  Post Code...........................

Instructions to Your Bank:

Please Pay LIVErNORTH   Account No. 71298290
  NatWest Bank
  2 Tavern Street
  Ipswich
  Suffolk IP1 3BD   Branch Sort Code: 53-61-24

£13 payable on 1st July 2017, then £13 per quarter payable on 1st July 1st October, 
1st January and 1st April each year, until further notice in writing.

Signature................................................................. Date:.........................
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18

Helens Howlers
Most of the funnies you see in these pages are 

sent from friends and colleagues or are freely 

circulating via the internet. I am constantly on the 

look out for more material so please send in 

anything you have or have heard whilst out and 

about. It doesn’t have to be ‘professional’ – your witty observations on life are always welcome. 

If you’re feeling a bit low - read on... As they say, laughter is the best medicine! 

Thanks for this issue go to Billy Venus, Joan Reed and other friends for their brilliant, witty   

contributions.

WARNING - SOME JOKES UNSUITABLE FOR CHILDREN - YOU HAVE BEEN TOLD! 

The current Mrs V just said to me 
"Look at this, I've had this since we 
got married 40 years ago & it still fits 
me".
I said " it's a scarf.”

*
Was standing in the park wondering 
why Frisbees get larger as they got 
close...
Then it hit me

*
Just got a job, working in a full size 
cuckoo clock.
Its not great, but it gets me out the 
house.

*
I can’t remember what 51, 6 and 500 
are in Roman numerals. I’m LIVID.

*
*** NEED A BIT OF ADVICE***
Mate of mine has offered me eight 
legs of venison, for 40 quid.
Is that too dear..?

*
Well I hope Santa is kinder to me this 
year, I remember as a child I got an 
empty box and was told it was an 
Action Man deserter.

*
Went to the Bookies today and me 
mate said Landfill, turned out to be a 
rubbish tip.

*
A pirate walked into a bar, and the 
bartender said, "Hey, I haven't seen 

you in a while. What happened? You 
look terrible!"

"What do you mean?" said the pirate. 
"I feel fine."

"What about the wooden leg? You 
didn't have that before."

"Well, we were in a battle, and I got 
hit with a cannon ball, but I'm fine 
now."

"Well, ok, but what about that hook? 
What happened to your hand?"

"We were in another battle. I boarded 
a ship and got into a sword fight. My 
hand was cut off. I got fitted with a 
hook. I'm fine, really."

"What about that eye patch?"

"Oh well you see, one day while we 
were out at sea, and a flock of birds 
flew over. I looked up, and one of 
them did it’s business in my eye."

“You're kidding," said the bartender, 
"you couldn't lose an eye just from 
some bird poo."

"True, true", replied the Pirate, "But it 
was my first day with the hook.”

*
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Penguin walks in to a bar and says 
‘has my brother been in’ barman says 
‘no idea mate, what does he look 
like?’

*
A man boarded an airplane and took 
his seat. As he settled in, he glanced 
up and saw the most beautiful woman 
boarding the plane. He soon realized 
she was heading straight towards his 
seat. As fate would have it, she took 
the seat right beside his. Eager to 
strike up a conversation he blurted 
out, “Business trip or pleasure?”

She turned, smiled and said, 
“Business. I’m going to the Annual 
Nymphomaniacs of America 
Convention in Boston."

He swallowed hard. Here was the 
most gorgeous woman he had ever 
seen sitting next to him, and she was 
going to a meeting of 
nymphomaniacs!

Struggling to maintain his composure, 
he calmly asked, “What’s your 
Business at this convention?”

“Lecturer,” she responded. “I use 
information that I have learned from 
my personal experiences to debunk 
some of the popular myths about 
sexuality.”

“Really?” he said. “And what kind of 
myths are there?”

“Well,” she explained, “one popular 
myth is that African-American men are 
the most well-endowed of all men, 
when in fact it is the Native American 
Indian who is most likely to possess 
that trait. Another popular myth is that 
Frenchmen are the best lovers, when 
actually it is Scotsmen who are the 

best. I have also discovered that the 
lover with absolutely the best stamina 
is the Irish

Suddenly the woman became a little 
uncomfortable and blushed.. “I’m 
sorry,” she said, “I shouldn't really be 
discussing all of this with you. I don’t 
even know your name.”

“Tonto,” the man said, “Tonto 
McTavish but my friends call me 
Paddy”

*
Sent away for a hearing aid, looked 
like a fake, so I rang the company, 
haven't heard anything yet.....

*
No matter how kind you are, German 
children are always ‘kinder’.

*
On my sitting room wall I have a piece 
of wood where I kept my collection of 
Dusty Springfield LPs, since she died 
I've sold them all, now I just don't 
know what to do with my shelf.

*
News Flash -
Travel news. A van carrying cod liver 
oil has overturned on the bypass. The 
driver received super fish oil injuries.

*
The guy who invented the throat 
lozenge has died, in his will he said 
he wants no coffin in church.

*
Just got back from the hospital. They 
think I might have 
neurocostivalisbularnaqviscolosis, but 
its hard to say at the moment.

*
Swapped my double bed for a 
trampoline, the current Mrs V nearly 
hit the roof!!

*
A midget clairvoyant has broken out 
of Durham jail, police say there's a 
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small medium at large.
*

A 54 year old woman had a heart 
attack and was taken to the hospital.

While on the operating table she had 
a near death experience. Seeing God 
she asked "Is my time up?"

God said, "No, you have another 43 
years, 2 months and 8 days to live."

Upon recovery, the woman decided to 
stay in the hospital and have a
face-lift, liposuction, breast implants 
and a tummy tuck. She even had
someone come in and change her 
hair colour and brighten her teeth! 
Since she had so much more time to 
live, she figured she might as well 
make the most of it.

After her last operation, she was 
released from the hospital. While 
crossing the street on her way home, 
she was killed by an ambulance.

Arriving in front of God, she 
demanded, "I thought you said I had
another 43 years? Why didn't you pull 
me from out of the path of the 
ambulance?"

(You'll love this)

God replied: "I didn't recognise you.”
*

I said to my doctor, "I have got a 
problem with the hearing in one of my 
ears."
He said, "Are you sure?"
I said, "Yes, I'm definite.”

*
When the Pope toured Ireland he was 
asked what he thought of County 
Down. He answered ‘It’s not the same 
since Carol Vorderman left’.

I've been having real problems with 
nuisance phone calls to-day.
The most common one is: "You said 
you'd be home from the pub three 
hours ago!”

*
A man sees a sign outside a house - 
'Talking Dog For Sale.' He rings the 
bell, the owner appears and tells him 
the dog can be viewed in the back 
garden.

The man sees a very nice looking 
Labrador Retriever sitting there.

"Do you really talk?" he asks the dog.

"Yes," the Labrador replies.

After recovering from the shock of 
hearing the dog talk, the man asks, 
"So, tell me your story."

The Labrador looks up and says, 
"Well, I discovered that I could talk 
when I was pretty young. I wanted to 
help the government, so I was sold to 
the SAS.  In no time at all they had 
me jetting from country to country, 
sitting in rooms with spies and world 
leaders, because no one imagined 
that a dog would be eavesdropping. I 
was one of their most valuable spies 
for eight years".

"But the jetting around really tired me 
out, and I knew I wasn't getting any 
younger so I decided to settle down. I 
signed up for a job at Heathrow 
Airport to do some undercover 
security work, wandering near 
suspicious characters and listening in.  
I uncovered some incredible dealings 
and was awarded several medals".

"Then I got married, had a few 
puppies, and now I've just retired."
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The man is amazed.  He goes back 
into the house and asks the owner 
how much he wants for the dog.

"Ten quid," the owner says.

“£10!!? But your dog is absolutely 
amazing! Why on earth are you 
selling him so cheaply?"

“Because he's a compulsive liar, he's 
never been out of the garden.”

*
Jim gets stopped towing a horsebox 
on the motorway.
The police officer asks, “Where are 
you going?”
“I’m taking these horses to the races” 
replies Jim
“But it’s empty!” said the copper.
“I know” said Jim, I’m taking the non 
runners first!”

*
A doctor that had been seeing an 80-
year-old woman for most of her life 
finally retired. At her next check-up, 
the new doctor told her to bring a list 
of all the medicines that had been 
prescribed for her. 

As the doctor was looking through 
these his eyes grew wide as he
 realized Grandma had a prescription 
for birth control pills. 

"Mrs. Smith, do you realize these are 
birth control pills?" 

"Yes, they help me sleep at night." 

“Mrs. Smith, I assure you there is 
absolutely nothing in these that could 
possibly help you sleep!" 

She reached out and patted the 
young doctor's knee and said, 

"Yes, dear, I know that. But every 
morning, I grind one up and mix it in 
the glass of orange juice that my 16-
year-old Granddaughter drinks and 
believe me it definitely helps me sleep 
at night.”

*
Students in an advanced Biology 
class were taking their mid-term 
exam. The last question was, 'Name 
seven advantages of Mother's Milk.' 

The question was worth 70 points or 
none at all. One student was hard put
 to think of seven advantages. He 
wrote:

1) It is perfect formula for the child.

2) It provides immunity against 
several diseases.

3) It is always the right temperature.

4) It is inexpensive.

5) It bonds the child to mother and 
vice versa.

6) It is always available as needed.

And then the student was stuck. 
Finally, in desperation, just before the 
bell rang indicating the end of the test 
he wrote:

7) It comes in two attractive 
containers and it's high enough off the 
ground where the cat can't get it.

He got an A.
*

An elderly, but hardy cattleman from 
Texas once told a young female 
neighbour that if she wanted to live a 
long life, the secret was to sprinkle a 
pinch of gunpowder on her oatmeal 
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each morning. She did this religiously 
and lived to the age of 103. She left 
behind 14 children, 30 grandchildren, 
21 great-grandchildren, five great-
great-grandchildren and a 40 foot hole 
where the crematorium used to be.

*
I was offered sex today by a 26 year 
old woman. In exchange for that I was 
supposed to advertise some kind of 
bathroom cleaner in any publication. 
Of course I declined because of my 
strong morals and willpower. Which is 
just as strong as Ajax, the super 
strong bathroom cleaner. Now 
available scented with lemon or 
vanilla.

*
Japanese couple having an argument: 
Husband “Sukitaki!” Wife replies 
“Kowanini!” Husband “Toka a anji rodi 
roumi yakoo!” Wife, on her knees 
literally begging “Mimi nakoundinda 
tinkouji!” Husband replies angrily “kina 
tim kouji!” And look at you, sitting 
there reading this as if you 
understand Japanese.

*
I bought some shoes from a drug 
dealer. I don't know what he laced 
them with, but I've been tripping all 
day.

*
I told my girlfriend she drew her 
eyebrows too high. She looked 
surprised.

*
Two clowns are eating a cannibal. 
One turns to the other and says "I 
think we got this joke wrong”

*
My wife told me I had to stop acting 
like a flamingo. So I had to put my 
foot down.
What's the difference between in-laws 
and outlaws? Outlaws are wanted.

*

I bought my friend an elephant for his 
room. He said "Thanks” I said “Don't 
mention it”

*
I have an EpiPen. My friend gave it to 
me when he was dying, it seemed 
very important to him that I have it.

*
I poured root beer in a square glass.
Now I just have beer.

*
What's the difference between a 
hippo and a zippo? One is really 
heavy, and the other is a little lighter.

*
My friend says to me: "What rhymes 
with orange" I said: "no it doesn't"

*
And God said to John, come forth and 
you shall be granted eternal life. But 
John came fifth and won a toaster.

*
How many opticians does it take to 
change a lightbulb? Is it one or two? 
One... or two?

*
What do we want? Low flying airplane 
noises! When do we want them?
NNNEEEEEEOOOOOOOOWWW.

*
What do you call a frenchman 
wearing sandals? Phillipe Phillope.

This squashed 
marshmallow bunny 
looks exactly like Kim 
Jong-Un
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What's orange and sounds like a 
parrot? A carrot.

*
What do you call a dog that does 
magic tricks? A l’abracadabra’dor.

*
So what if I don't know what 
Armageddon means? It's not the end 
of the world.

*
How do you get two whales in a car? 
Start in England and drive west.

*
Why did the old man fall in the well?
Because he couldn't see that well.

*
I bought the world's worst thesaurus 
yesterday. Not only is it terrible, it's 
terrible.

*
This is my step ladder. I never knew 
my real ladder.

*
My friend asked me to help him round 
up his 37 sheep. I said "40"

*
I've found a job helping a one armed 
typist do capital letters. It's shift work.

*
Why did the baker’s hand smell? 
Because he kneaded a poo.

*
Please pray for my wife. She got 
stung by a bee in the forehead - she 
is at A&E now, her face is all swollen 
and bruised. She almost died. Luckily 
I was close enough to hit the bee with 
my shovel.

*
I would like to share a personal 
experience with you about drinking 
and driving. This might save you the 
cost and embarrassment of being 
arrested.
As you know, people have been 
known to have unexpected brushes 
with the authorities from time to time, 

often on the way home after a ‘social 
session’ with family or friends. Well, 
this year, it happened to me. I was out 
for the evening at a party and had 
more than several stubbies followed 
by a couple of tequila slammers. It 
was held at a great Mexican 
restaurant. Although relaxed, I still 
had the common sense to know I was 
slightly over the limit. That’s when I 
did something I’ve never done 
before... I took a taxi home. On the 
way home there was a police 
roadblock, but since it was a taxi they 
waved it past and I arrived home 
safely without incident. These 
roadblocks can be anywhere and I 
realised how lucky I was to have 
chosen to take a taxi. This was a real 
surprise to me because I had never 
driven a taxi before. I don’t know 
where I got it and now it’s in my 
garage and I don’t know what to do 
with it.

That’s it folks - keep them coming. You 
can’t cry if you are laughing!
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REGIONAL QUIZ No.3: WALES. 
See how well you know this part of the UK (answers in the next issue)

1. Which Welsh town was once the 'iron capital of the world' and was the location 
 of the world's first locomotive-hauled railway journey in 1804?
2.  Which Welsh actor played a captured U-boat captain in the famous 'Don't tell
 him, Pike!' episode of Dad's Army?
3.  On which date is St. David's Day?
4.  Set in industrial 19th century Wales, who wrote the novel Rape of the Fair
  Country?
5.  What type of business was set up by Welsh entrepreneur Pryce Pryce-Jones in 
 1861 - it was the world's first of its kind?
6.  Which Welshman was Surveyor General of India from 1830 to 1843?
7.  Which British movement was formed in 1915 in Llanfair PG, Anglesey?
8.  Found on the Welsh bank of the River Wye, name the first Cistercian
 foundation in Wales?
9.  In some schools in the 19th century a piece of wood was hung around the
  necks of children who spoke Welsh during the school day - which two letters
 were inscribed in the wood?
10.  Name the famous author born in 1916, in Llandaff, Cardiff, to Norwegian
 parents?
11.  Which geological period was named after a Celtic tribe of Wales?
12. In which Welsh town is there a statue of comedian Tommy Cooper?
13.     The Great Orme is a headland next to which town? And what type of rock is it
  composed of?
14.  What part of Wales is called Ynys Mon in Welsh?
15.  In which town is the National Library of Wales?
16.  What is the name of the small round shaped boat traditionally used on Welsh
  rivers?
17. Name the iconic arts centre, clad in Welsh slate with a bronze coloured dome,
  located in Cardiff Bay?
18. What name is given to the Welsh vegetarian sausage with main ingredients
  cheese, leeks and breadcrumbs?
19. Whose first shop was opened in Machynlleth, Powys, in 1961?
20. Which Welsh town was the birthplace of politician Geoffrey Howe and is
  hometown to actors Michael Sheen and Richard Burton?
21. In which city is the tallest building in Wales, The Tower, Meridian Quay?
22. Who was elected leader of Plaid Cymru in March 2012?
23. Which small island off the coast of Tenby is mainly inhabited by Cistercian
  monks?
24. Her first name is Carys, and her autobiography is Seize the Day, who is she?
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What does all this mean and is it safe? The short answer is yes unless you do 
something silly. Never post details you don’t want other people to see - it’s a simple as 
that. People can only see what you let them see so if you don’t put anything on facebook 
or twitter then they can’t see anything. 

To join you need an email address and you have to give your date of birth - that’s to 
state that you are old enough. Once you have joined you can immediately delete your 
date of birth.

Our facebook and twitter pages have a wealth of information on them and our latest 
news and information is always on facebook. Here’s the addresses:

https://www.facebook.com/livernorth/

https://twitter.com/livernorth

Solution to the Winter 2016 Crossword Scotland Quiz - answers to the regional 
quiz in the Winter 2016 issue.

How Scottish are you? 20-24 right, Scottish 
born & bred. 15-19 right, You know a lot about 
Scotland. 10-14 right, You visit Scotland quite 
often. 7-9 right, You hardly ever go to Scotland. 4-
6 right, You need to visit Scotland more! 0-3 right, 
Scotland is a country to the North of England and 
is part of the British Isles!

Answers:

1. Macbeth, 2. 3 years, 3. Without the 'e', 4. 
Cairngorm Mountains, 5. The Stone of Scone, 6. 
Balmoral Castle, 7. Isle of Lewis, 8. The Lady of 
the Lake, 9. St. Kilda, The Antonine Wall, and The 

Forth Bridge, 10. Quintinshill rail disaster (1915 - Britain's deadliest ever rail crash), 11. 
Welcome to Scotland, 12. M8, 13. Loch Lomond. Inchmurrinn is an island in Loch 
Lomond and the largest fresh water island in the British Isles,14. Horses - the largest 
pair of equine sculptures in the world, 15. Dundee, 16. Greyfriars Bobby, 17. Glamis 
Castle, 18. Aberdeen, 19. Hearts (Hibernian are based in Leith in the north of 
Edinburgh), 20. Adam Smith, 21. November 30th, 22. Queen of the South, 23. Mungo 
Park, 24. Urquhart Castle
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ACROSS
1 Twelve (5)
4 Hoard (5)
7 Unaware (9)
8 Gape (4)
10 Wore away (6)
12 Birds of prey (6)
13 Motion (4)
16 Large spider (9)
18 The lowest point of anything (5)
19 Implied (5)

DOWN
1 Journal (5)
2 Menagerie (3)
3 World’s longest river (4)
4 Secret or hidden (6)
5 Bustling (7)
6 Abated (5)
9 Placed a bet (7)
11 Thinner (6)
12 Consumed (5)
14 Proficient (5)
15 Female relative (4)
17 Part of a circle (3)

UIOLI Spring 2017 Crossword
USE it or LOSE it - you know it makes sense!
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LIVErNORTH has a leaflet (no 16) on travel insurance for liver patients. 
You can find it on the website, www.livernorth.org.uk under ‘publications’ or email us for 
an electronic version to be sent to you.
You can also write to us and ask for a paper copy to be posted to you: 
FREEPOST PLUS RTHL-UHKL-JKCR, LIVErNORTH, DH9 0BR. 

members have been able to get reasonably priced holiday cover here:
Able2travel _________________________________________    01892 839501
Age UK ____________________________________________0800 3984852
AVIVA _____________________________________________ 0800 0513606
Bib Insurance Brokers (www.bibinsurance.co.uk) ____________01325 353888
Cigna (was FirstAssist) ________________________________0330 1006402
City Bond___________________________________________0845 6180345
Churchills* __________________________________________0800 0326534
CNA (via Brunsdon brokers) ____________________________ 01452 623623
Direct Travel*________________________________________0333 3000029
Freedom^ __________________________________________01223 446914
JLT Insurance _______________________________________02476 851000
Leisure Care Insurance ________________________________01702 427161
Marcus Hearn _______________________________________0845 3707184
Post Office _________________________________________0330 1233690
RIAS* _____________________________________________ 0845 0451320
SAGA _____________________________________________   0800 0159293
Sainsbury’s _________________________________________  0330 1007706
Sladdin & Co Ltd. (brokers) _____________________________0800 7313989
Tesco Insurance _____________________________________0845 3008800
www.Insurancewith.com^ ______________________________020 38293875
www.miaonline.co.uk (Medical Insurance Association)^ _______01268 783383
www.miatravelinsurance.co.uk^ _________________________0800 9993333
www.PayingTooMuch.com _____________________________01234 217466
www.staysure.co.uk (Staysure UK call centre)^ _____________0800 0334902
* not TX patients - please check with the others also.
^ specifically includes cover for declared pre-existing medical conditions.

Please help to keep this page current and useful by letting us know of your own 
experiences both good and bad. You can email us at info@livernorth.org.uk or drop us a 
line at our FREEPOST address (above).

IMPORTANT: Some members have told us they are having a problem getting travel 
insurance when they tell insurers that they have Primary Biliary Cholangitis. Insurers 
report having no knowledge of this condition and have refused insurance to one 
member. Please advise your insurance company that this is simply another name for 
Primary Biliary Cirrhosis. 

The latest version of this page is available as a PDF file. Email us and ask for a copy: 
info@livernorth.org.uk
 

Insurance Matters
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LIVErNORTH
FREEPOST PLUS RTHL-UHKL-JKCR

LIVErNORTH DH9 0BR
www.livernorth.org.uk

Tel & FAX: 0191 3702961
info@livernorth.org.uk

Addenbrookes Liver 
Transplant Association (ALTA)

Davis Hyde, chairman@alta.org.uk
01480 891454

Jennifer Aspland
secretary@alta.org.uk

01353 721168

Gift of Life - 
Derby Liver Support Group

(for transplants and all liver disease)
Contact: Sister Gerri Casey
0133 234 0131 bleep 1926

Haemochromatosis Society
Janet Fernau

Tel: 020 8449 1363
info@haemochromatosis.org.uk
www.haemochromatosis.org.uk

Haemochromatosis West Midlands
Support Group

Kieran Lynch, Coordinator
0121 457 8986

info@HaemochromatosisWM.org.uk
www.HaemochromatosisWM.org.uk

Helping Hands Support Group
(BATH)

Helpline 01225 834966
helpinghandsblt@yahoo.com

Mersey Liver Support Group
0151 2207066/ 2289866

or 01772 496987
leeandalan@aol.com

Norfolk & Norwich Liver
Support Group

Secretary: Marjorie Dingle
01362 695624

marjorie.dingle@hotmail.com

ICP Support (formerly Obstetric 
Cholestasis Support Group)
jennychamber@icpsupport

 or www.icpsupport.org
Registered Charity No: 1146449

PSC - Support
 Martine Walmsley

chair@pscsupport.org.uk
www.pscsupport.org.uk

www.pscnews.co.uk

Somerset Liver Patient
Support Group

David
Tel & FAX 01823 662669

davidjgill2002@yahoo.co.uk

 British Liver Trust
Tel: 01425 481320

info@britishlivertrust.org.uk
www.britishlivertrust.org.uk

There is space here for your support 
group contact details. Email us for 

more information

CONTACT NUMBERS

To receive a regular FREE copy of the LIVErNEWS by post or electronically, 
please contact LIVErNORTH (details above). Electronic subscribers receive their 

LIVErNEWS by email a few days before the printed version is posted.
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NORTH
NATIONAL LIVER PATIENT SUPPORT

FREEPOST PLUS RTHL-UHKL-JKCR LIVErNORTH DH9 0BR

Please tick one box then
enter amount & date

if appropriate

Please return this form to: See notes below

(Date)

(Date signed)(Signature)

I want LIVErNORTH to treat:

as GIFT AID donations.

The enclosed donation of                     ,

The donation of

All donations I make from the date of this declaration until I notify you otherwise,

All donations I have made previously, and all donations I make from the date of this
declaration until I notify you otherwise,

Which I made on                            ,

Post
Code

Title

Address

Forename(s) Surname

£

£

GIFT AID
DECLARATION

Notes

You must pay an amount on income tax and/or capital gains tax at least equal to the 
tax that LIVErNORTH reclaims on your donations in the tax year (currently 25p for 
each £1 you give).

You can cancel this declaration at any time by notifying LIVErNORTH.

If in the future your circumstances change and you no longer pay tax on your income and 
capital gains equal to the tax that the charity reclaims, you can cancel your declaration (see 
note 1).

If you pay tax at the higher rate you can claim further tax relief in your Self-Assessment tax 
return.

If you are unsure whether your donations qualify for Gift Aid tax relief, ask LIVErNORTH or 
ask your local tax office for leaflet IR 65.

Please notify LIVErNORTH if you change your name or address.

#
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JOAN
JULIE

ANN
SUSAN

ALAN
MARGARET

SUE

MICHAEL
for alcoholism ring:

0191 3702961
0191 9062586
0191 4131827
01207 271707
0191 4821802
0191 2622550
01642 706302

01228 810598

TELEPHONE
HELPLINE

If you are worried about liver disease or would like to 
know how to look after your liver, please telephone 

one of our helpline numbers below:

All of our information leaflets are free to download or 
read online at our website: www.livernorth.org.uk

You can get your LIVErNEWS early - get it delivered 
electronically simply by emailing us at 

info@livernorth.org.uk.
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